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Abstract1
A data set is often given as a point cloud, i.e. a non-empty fi-2
nite metric space. An important problem is to detect the topological3
shape of data — for example, to approximate a point cloud by a4
low-dimensional non-linear subspace such as a graph or a simplicial5
complex. Classical clustering methods and principal component anal-6
ysis work very well when data points split into well-separated groups7
or lie near linear subspaces.8
Methods from topological data analysis detect more complicated9
patterns such as holes and voids that persist for a long time in a 1-10
parameter family of shapes associated to a point cloud. These features11
were recently visualized in the form of a 1-dimensional homologically12
persistent skeleton, which optimally extends a minimal spanning tree13
of a point cloud to a graph with cycles. We generalize this skeleton to14
higher dimensions and prove its optimality among all complexes that15
preserve topological features of data at any scale.16
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1.1 Motivations and Data Skeletonization Problem37
Real data is often unstructured and comes in a form of a non-empty finite38
metric space, called a point cloud. Such a point cloud can consist of points in39
2D images or of high-dimensional vector descriptors of a molecule. A typical40
problem is to study interesting groups or clusters within data sets.41
However, real data rarely splits into well-separated clusters, though it42
often has an intrinsic low-dimensional structure. For example, a cloud of43
mean-centered and normalized 3 × 3 patches in natural grayscale images has44
its 50% densest points distributed near a 2-dimensional Klein bottle in a45
7-dimensional space [5]. This example motivates the following problem.46
Data Skeletonization Problem. Given a point cloud C in a metric space47
M , find a low-dimensional complex S ⊆M , that topologically approximates48 C in a way that the inclusions of certain subcomplexes of S into the offsets49
of C (unions of balls with a fixed radius and centers at points of C) induce50
homology isomorphisms up to a given dimension.51
The problem stated above is harder than describing the topological shape52
of a point cloud. Indeed, for a noisy random sample C of a circle, we aim not53
only to detect a circular shape C, but also to approximate an unknown circle54
by a 1-dimensional graph S that should have exactly one cycle and be close55
to C.56
The proposed solution of the 1-dimensional case in [15] was introduc-57
ing a homologically persistent skeleton (HoPeS) whose cycles are in a 1-158
correspondence with all 1-dimensional persistent homology classes of given59
data. The current paper extends the construction and optimality of HoPeS60
to higher dimensions.61
1.2 Review of Closely Related Past Work62
A metric graph reconstruction is related to the data skeletonization problem63
above. The output is an abstract metric graph or a higher-dimensional com-64
plex, which should be topologically similar to an input point cloud C, but65
not embedded into the same space as C, which makes the problem easier.66
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The classical Reeb graph is such an abstract graph defined for a function67
f ∶Q → R, where Q is a simplicial complex built on the points of a given68
point cloud C. For example, Q can be the Vietoris-Rips complex VR(C;α)69
whose simplices are spanned by any set of points whose pairwise distances70
are at most 2α. Using the Vietoris-Rips complex at a fixed scale parameter,71
X. Ge et al. [21] proved that under certain conditions the Reeb graph has72
the expected homotopy type. Their experiments on real data concluded that73
‘there may be spurious loops in the Reeb graph no matter how we choose74
the parameter to decide the scale’ [21, Section 3.3].75
F. Chazal et al. [10] defined a new abstract α-Reeb graph G of a metric76
space X at a user-defined scale α. If X is -close to an unknown graph with77
edges of length at least 8, the output G is 34(β1(G)+ 1)-close to the input78
X, where β1(G) is the first Betti number of G [10, Theorem 3.10]. The79
similarity between metric spaces was measured by the Gromov-Hausdorff80
distance. The algorithm runs at O(n logn) for n points in X.81
Another classical approach is to use Forman’s discrete Morse theory for82
a cell complex with a discrete gradient field when one builds a smaller ho-83
motopy equivalent complex whose number of critical cells is minimized by84
the algorithm in [20]. T. Dey et al. [19] built a higher-dimensional Graph85
Induced Complex GIC depending on a scale α and a user-defined graph that86
spans a cloud C. If C is an -sample of a good manifold, GIC has the same87
homology H1 as the Vietoris-Rips complex on C at scales α ≥ 4.88
A 1-dimensional homologically persistent skeleton [15] is based on a clas-89
sical minimal spanning tree (MST) of a point cloud. Higher-dimensional90
MSTs (also called minimal spanning acycles) are currently a popular topic91
in the applied topology community, see Hiraoka and Shirai [12].92
The most recent work by P. Skraba et al. [17] studies higher-dimensional93
MSTs from a probabilistic point of view in the case of distinctly weighted94
complexes, which helps to simplify algorithms and proofs. In practice, sim-95
plices often have equal weights, which is a generic non-singular case. For ex-96
ample, in the filtrations of Cˇech, Vietoris-Rips and α-complexes any obtuse97
triangle and its longest edge have the same weight equal to the half-length98
of the longest edge. We could allow ourselves arbitrarily small perturbations99
to make them distinctly weighted, but that is actually counter-productive,100
since the homologically persistent d-skeleton HoPeS(d) would become the en-101
tire d-skeleton of the complex (not efficient). The more complicated proofs102
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in the paper for non-distinctly weighted complexes are relevant — it is what103
makes HoPeS(d) reasonably small and thus efficient.104
Among the results by P. Skraba et al. [17] the one closest to ours is [17,105
Theorem 3.23], which establishes a bijection between the set of weights of106
d-simplices outside of a minimal spanning acycle and the set of birth times in107
the d-dimensional persistence diagram. All further constructions and proofs108
in our paper substantially extend the ideas behind the 1-dimensional homo-109
logically persistent skeleton introduced in [15].110
1.3 Contributions to Data Skeletonization111
Definition 4.8 introduces a d-dimensional homologically persistent skeleton112
HoPeS(d)(Cw) associated to a point cloud C or, more generally, to a weighted113
complex Cw built on C. In comparison with the past methods, HoPeS(d)(Cw)114
does not require an extra scale parameter and solves the Data Skeletonization115
Problem from Subsection 1.1 in the following sense. For any scale parameter116
α, a certain subcomplex of the full skeleton HoPeS(d)(Cw) has the minimal117
total weight among all (in a suitable sense spanning) subcomplexes that have118
the homology up to dimension d of a given weighted complex Cw≤α at the same119
scale α (Theorem 4.12).120
The key ingredient in the construction of HoPeS(d)(Cw) is a d-dimensional121
minimal spanning tree whose properties are explored in Theorem 3.7. For122
completeness, we give a step-by-step algorithm for these trees (Algorithm 3.2),123
which is similar to algorithms by Kruskal [14] and P. Skraba et al. [17, Al-124
gorithm 1].125
The original construction of a 1-dimensional homologically persistent126
skeleton in [15] did not explicitly define the death times of critical edges127
when they have equal weights. Example 4.4 shows that extra care is needed128
when assigning death times in those cases. The current paper carefully intro-129
duces the death times of critical faces in Definition 4.5. The implementation130
by Kurlin [15] used a duality between persistence in dimensions 0 and 1, so131
the death times of critical edges were still correctly computed as birth times132
of connected components in graphs dual to α-complexes in the plane.133
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2 Preliminaries134
In this section we briefly go over some basic notions and prove basic state-135
ments that we will use later in the paper. We start by settling the notation.136
2.1 Notation and the Euler Characteristic137
• Number sets are denoted by N (natural numbers), Z (integers), Q138
(rationals), and R (reals). We treat zero as a natural number (so139
N = {0,1,2,3, . . .}). We denote the set of extended real numbers by140
R = {−∞} ∪R ∪ {∞}.141
• Subsets of number sets, obtained by comparison with a certain number,142
are denoted by the suitable order sign and that number in the index.143
For example, N<42 denotes the set {n ∈ N ∣ n < 42} = {0,1, . . . ,41} of all144
natural numbers smaller than 42, and R≥0 denotes the set {x ∈ R ∣ x ≥ 0}145
of non-negative real numbers.146
• Intervals between two numbers are denoted by these two numbers in147
brackets and in the index. Round, or open, brackets ( ) denote the148
absence of the boundary in the set, and square, or closed, brackets [ ]149
its presence; for example N[5,10) = {n ∈ N ∣ 5 ≤ n < 10} = {5,6,7,8,9}.150
• In this paper we work exclusively with finite simplicial complexes. That151
is, whenever we refer to a ‘complex’ (or a ‘subcomplex’), we mean a152
finite simplicial one. By a ‘k-complex’ (or a ‘k-subcomplex’) we mean153
a complex of dimension k or smaller. If Q is a complex, we denote its154
k-skeleton by Q(k).155
Formally, we represent any (sub)complex as the set of its simplices156
(‘faces’) and any face as the set of its vertices. We will not need orien-157
tation for the results in this paper, so this suffices; had we wanted to158
take orientation into account, we would represent a face as a tuple.159
Example of this usage: suppose Q is a complex, S ⊆ Q and F ∈ Q. This160
means that S is a subcomplex of Q, F is a face of Q and S ∪{F} is the161
subcomplex of Q, obtained by adding the face F to the subcomplex S.162
• When we want to refer to the number of k-dimensional faces of a com-163
plex Q in a formula, we write (#k-faces in Q).164
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• For complexes S ⊆ Q we use S ↪ Q for the inclusion map. If we have165
further subcomplexes S ′ ⊆ S, S ′ ⊆ S ′′ ⊆ Q, we use (S,S ′) ↪ (Q,S ′′) to166
denote the inclusion of a pair.167
• Given k ∈ Z, a unital commutative ring R and a complex Q,168
– Ck (Q;R) stands for the R-module of simplicial k-chains with co-169
efficients in R,170
– Zk (Q;R) stands for the submodule of k-cycles,171
– Bk (Q;R) stands for the submodule of k-boundaries,172
– Hk (Q;R) stands for the simplicial k-homology of Q with coeffi-173
cients R.174
It is convenient to allow the dimension k to be any integer, since we175
sometimes subtract from it (also, the definition of the 0-homology does176
not have to be treated as a special case). Of course, there are no faces of177
negative dimension, so Ck (Q;R), Zk (Q;R), Bk (Q;R) and Hk (Q;R)178
are all trivial modules whenever k < 0.179
The boundary maps between chains are denoted by180
∂k∶Ck (Q;R)→ Ck−1 (Q;R) .
Given a subcomplex S ⊆ Q, these induce boundary maps, defined on181
the relative homology,182
∂k∶Hk (Q,S;R)→Hk−1 (S;R) .
Unless otherwise stated all homologies that we consider in this paper183
are assumed to be over a given field F, i.e. Hk (Q) stands for Hk (Q;F).184
Hence Hk (Q) is a vector space for any k ∈ N and any complex Q; in185
particular it is free (posseses a basis) and has a well-defined dimension.186
Since we only consider cases when Q is a finite complex, the dimension187
βk(Q) ∶= dimHk (Q) (the k-th Betti number of Q) is a natural number,188
and there exists an isomorphism Hk (Q) ≅ Fβk(Q).189
We freely use the fact that homology is a functor. For a map f ∶Q′ → Q′′190
we use Hk (f) to denote the induced map Hk (Q′) → Hk (Q′′). (It is191
common in literature to use the notation f∗ for this purpose, but we192
find it useful to include the dimension in the notation.)193
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We recall a couple of classical results in topology.194
Proposition 2.1 [18, Chapter 4, Section 3, Corollary 15] Let Q be a finite195
simplicial complex. The alternating sums196 ∑
k∈N(−1)k(#k-faces in Q) and ∑k∈N(−1)kβk(Q)
are well defined (all terms with k > dimQ are zero, so they are effectively197
finite sums) and equal, regardless of the choice of the field F. The number198
they are equal to is the Euler characteristic of Q, and is denoted by χ(Q).199
Corollary 2.2 [6, Section 3] Let Q be a finite simplicial complex, S a sub-200
complex, k ∈ N and F a k-face in Q which is not in S. Then either201
• βk−1(S ∪ {F}) = βk−1(S) − 1 (“F kills a dimension in Hk−1”) or202
• βk(S ∪ {F}) = βk(S) + 1 (“F adds a dimension to Hk”),203
while in each case all other Betti numbers are the same for S and S ∪ {F}.204
2.2 Fitting and Spanning Trees and Forests205
In order to generalize a 1-dimensional homologically persistent skeleton based206
on a Minimal Spanning Tree to an arbitrary dimension, we need higher-207
dimensional analogues of spanning forests and trees. We also define the208
notion of ‘fittingness’ of a subcomplex.209
Definition 2.3 Let k ∈ N. Let Q be a simplicial complex and S a k-210
subcomplex of Q.211
• S is k-spanning (in Q) when S(k−1) = Q(k−1), i.e. the (k − 1)-skeleton of212 S is the entire (k − 1)-skeleton of Q.213
• S is a k-forest (in Q) when Hk (S) = 0.214
• S is a k-tree (in Q) when it is a k-forest and Hk−1 (S → ●) is an isomor-215
phism.1216
1Here ● denotes a singleton, so there is a unique map S → ●. If k ≠ 1, the condition
for S being a k-tree simplifies to Hk (S) = Hk−1 (S) = 0. For k = 1, the induced map
Hk−1 (S → ●) is an isomorphism if and only if S has exactly one connected component.
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• S is k-fitting (in Q) when Hi (S ↪ Q) is an isomorphism for all i ∈ N≤k.217
For the sake of simplicity, we shorten ‘k-spanning k-forest’ to a ‘spanning k-218
forest’ (or to ‘spanning forest’, when k is understood). We proceed similarly219
with trees.220
Note that every subcomplex, including ∅, is 0-spanning, since the (−1)-221
skeleton is empty. Also, ∅ is the only 0-forest and the only 0-tree.222
Example 2.4 Let T be the set of all non-empty subsets of a set with four223
elements, i.e. a geometric realization of T is a tetrahedron. Then T is a224
spanning 3-tree of itself. Figure 1 depicts two spanning 2-trees of T .
Figure 1: Geometric realization of a tetrahedron T (left) and two of its
spanning 2-trees (right).
225
Remark 2.5 The concepts in Definition 2.3 were inspired by [2, 7], although226
we tweaked them a bit, to better serve our purposes. In particular, the defini-227
tion of a k-forest in [7] was given in an ‘absolute’ sense, as linear independence228
of the columns of the boundary map ∂k between Z-chains. This is equivalent229
to Hk (S;R) = 0 (or more generally, Hk (S;F) = 0 if F is a field of charac-230
teristic 0). However, we purposefully define forests (and trees) in a ‘relative’231
sense (depending on the choice of the field F), as this allows us to prove the232
results of the paper in greater generality.233
Remark 2.6 What we call a spanning k-tree some other authors [12, 17]234
call a k-spanning acycle. This definition originated in Kalai’s work [13].235
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He considered k-dimensional simplicial complexes, which contain the entire236 (k − 1)-skeleton and for them defined ‘simplicial spanning trees’.237
The following lemma establishes basic properties of spanning subcom-238
plexes that we use throughout the paper.239
Lemma 2.7 Let Q be a finite simplicial complex and S a k-spanning k-240
subcomplex of Q for some k ∈ N.241
1. The map Hi (S ↪ Q) is an isomorphism for all i ∈ N≤k−2 (i.e. S is242 (k − 2)-fitting in Q) and a surjection for i = k − 1.243
2. The formula244
(#k-faces in Q)+βk−1(Q(k))−βk(Q(k)) = (#k-faces in S)+βk−1(S)−βk(S)
holds.245
3. If βk−1(S) > βk−1(Q), there exists a k-face F in Q ∖ S such that246
βk(S ∪ {F}) = βk(S) and βk−1(S ∪ {F}) = βk−1(S) − 1.
4. If S is (k − 1)-fitting in Q, a k-subcomplex F ⊆ S exists, which is247 (k − 1)-fitting k-spanning k-forest in S (and consequently also in Q).248
5. Suppose S is (k−1)-fitting in Q and F ⊆ S is a (k−1)-fitting k-spanning249
k-forest in S (equivalently, in Q). Then the diagram250
Hk (S)
Hk (Q)
Hk (S, F )
Hk (Q, F )
Hk (S ↪ Q) Hk ((S, F )↪ (Q, F ))
Hk ((S,∅)↪ (S, F ))
Hk ((Q,∅)↪ (Q, F ))
commutes and the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. Hence the left251
arrow is an isomorphism if and only if the right one is.252
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Proof.253
1. Follows from the fact that simplicial homology in dimension i depends254
only on i- and (i + 1)-dimensional faces, with i-faces providing the255
generators and (i + 1)-faces the relations.256
2. Since S is k-spanning, it has the same number of faces up to dimension257
k−1 and (per the previous item) the same homologies up to dimension258
k − 2. Thus259
(−1)k(#k-faces in Q −#k-faces in S) = χ(Q(k)) − χ(S) =
260 = (−1)kβk(Q(k)) + (−1)k−1βk−1(Q(k)) − (−1)kβk(S) − (−1)k−1βk−1(S).
After rearranging the result follows.261
3. Let {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} be the set of k-faces in S. Consider families of k-262
faces in Q∖S which, when added to S, reduce the (k−1)-homology (re-263
gardless of whether the k-th Betti number of the expanded subcomplex264
changes). By assumption βk−1(S) > βk−1(Q), at least one such family265
exists, namely the set of all k-faces in Q ∖ S. Let F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fn}266
be one of such families which contains the minimal possible number of267
k-faces (of course n ≥ 1). Minimality of F implies that the image under268
∂k does not change when adding only n − 1 faces, that is269
∂k( ⟨S1, S2, . . . , Sm⟩ ) = ∂k( ⟨S1, S2, . . . , Sm, F1, F2, . . . , Fn−1⟩ ) =∶ B
(here ⟨ ⟩ denotes the linear span). Since adding F to S reduces (k−1)-270
homology, a linear combination271
s ∶= m∑
i=1 ciSi + n∑j=1djFj
exists such that ∂k(s) ∉ B. Consequently ∂k(Fn) ∉ B, so just adding272
Fn to S reduces homology in dimension (k − 1) (implying that n = 1).273
It follows from Corollary 2.2 that S ∪ {Fn} remains a k-forest while274
βk−1(S ∪ {Fn}) = βk−1(S) − 1.275
4. Let {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} be the set of k-faces in S. Since S is a k-complex,276
we have Hk (S) ≅ Zk (S) (every equivalence class is a singleton). Let277
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n ∶= βk(S) be the dimension of the vector space of k-cycles of S. Choose278
a basis b1, . . . , bn of Zk (S) and expand these basis elements as279
bi = m∑
j=1 cijSj.
Consider the system of linear equations280
m∑
j=1 cijxj = 0.
Since a basis is linearly independent, this is a system of n independent281
linear equations with m variables, where n ≤m (since Zk (S) ⊆ Ck (S)).282
Thus the system can be solved for n leading variables in the sense283
that we express them with the remaining m − n ones. Without loss of284
generality assume that the first n variables are the leading ones. This285
means that the system can be equivalently written as286
xi + m∑
j=n+1 c̃ijxj = 0.
Define b̃i ∶= Si + m∑
j=n+1 c̃ijSj; then {̃bi ∣ i ∈ N[1,n]} is also a basis for Zk (S).287
Define F ∶= S ∖ {Si ∣ i ∈ N[1,n]}. Clearly F is k-spanning (therefore288 (k − 2)-fitting) in S and Q. Let z = ∑mj=n+1 djSj be an arbitrary k-cycle289
of F . The boundary map has the same definition for F and S, so z is290
also a cycle in S. Expand it as291
z = n∑
i=1 eĩbi.
Since z does not include any Sj for j ≤ n, necessarily all eis are zero,292
and then z = 0. We conclude that F is a k-forest.293
Adding n faces to F to recover S increases the dimension of k-homology294
by n. Since a change of a k-face either modifies the dimension of k-295
homology by one or of (k − 1)-homology by one (Corollary 2.2), the296 (k − 1)-homology of F remains the same as of S. That is, F is (k − 1)-297
fitting in S and Q.298
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Since Hk (F ) = 0, the outgoing maps are 0. Since F is (k − 1)-fitting,301
the maps Hk−1 (F ↪ S) and Hk−1 (F ↪ Q) are isomorphisms, so the302
preceding boundary maps are 0. Thus the maps Hk ((S,∅)↪ (S, F ))303
and Hk ((Q,∅)↪ (Q, F )) are isomorphisms.304
305
Proposition 2.8 Let k,n ∈ N and let ∆n be a standard n-simplex. The306
following statements hold.307
1. There exists a spanning k-tree in ∆n.308
2. The number of k-faces in any spanning k-tree in ∆n is (nk) if k ≥ 1, and309
0 if k = 0.310
3. Let F be a spanning k-forest in ∆n. Then F is a k-tree if and only if311
it is a maximal k-forest in the sense that for every k-face E ∈ ∆n ∖ F312
we have Hk (F ∪ {E}) ≠ 0.313
Proof.314
1. This follows if we apply Lemma 2.7(4) for ∆
(k)
n ⊆ ∆n, but we can be315
much more explicit.316
If k = 0, then ∅ is a spanning 0-tree. If k ≥ 1, choose a vertex v in ∆n.317
Define T to consist of the (k − 1)-skeleton of ∆n, as well as of those318
k-faces of S which contain v. Then T is k-spanning by definition, and319
there exists an obvious deformation retraction of T onto v. This defor-320
mation retraction induces homology isomorphisms in all dimensions, so321
T is necessarily a tree.322
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2. The only spanning 0-tree is ∅, so the statement holds for k = 0. Assume323
k ≥ 1. Let T be any spanning k-tree in ∆n and let x be the number of324
k-faces of T . Counting the number of faces, we obtain325
χ(T ) = ( ∑
i∈N≤k−1(−1)i(n + 1i + 1)) + (−1)kx = −((−1)k(nk) − 1) + (−1)kx.
On the other hand, since T is k-spanning, it has the same homology326
up to dimension k − 2 as the standard simplex ∆n, and thus the same327
homology up to dimension k − 2 as a point. Since T is a k-tree, this328
holds also for the dimensions k − 1 and k. Hence329
χ(T ) = ∑
i∈N≤k βi(T ) = 1.
Equating the two versions of the Euler characteristic (as in Proposi-330
tion 2.1), we obtain x = (nk).331
3. Clearly the statement holds for the only 0-forest F = ∅. Assume here-332
after that k ≥ 1.333
(⇒)334
Suppose F is a k-tree. By Corollary 2.2, adding E to F either335
decreases βk−1 by 1 or increases βk by 1. The former is impossible:336
if k ≥ 2, then Hk−1 (F ) is already trivial, and if k = 1 (therefore337
βk−1(F ) = 1), adding a face cannot decrease the number of con-338
nected components to zero.339
Hence βk(F ∪ {E}) = 1, so F ∪ {E} is not a k-forest.340 (⇐)341
Apply basic graph theory if k = 1 (1-forests and 1-trees are just342
the usual forests and trees). Suppose k ≥ 2 and assume that the343
spanning k-forest F is not a k-tree, so βk−1(F ) > 0 = βk−1(∆n).344
Use Lemma 2.7(3) to find a k-face E ∈ ∆n∖F with βk(F ∪{E}) =345
βk(F ) = 0, contradicting the assumption.346
347
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2.3 Filtrations on a Point Cloud348
In practice, point clouds are often obtained by sampling from a particular349
shape, which we want to reconstruct. However, from the point of view of a350
topologist, point clouds themselves do not have an interesting shape — the351
dimension of 0-homology is the number of points in the point cloud and the352
higher-dimensional homology groups are all trivial. The idea is to assume353
that the point cloud is a subspace of a larger metric space (let us denote its354
metric by D), typically some Euclidean space RN , in which each point can355
be thickened to a ball of some specified radius α. The union of these balls is356









(2, -3)(1, -3)(0, -3)
(-1, -2)
(-1, -1)
0.95-offset set of C 1.05-offset set of C
Figure 2: Point cloud C and two example offsets of C. The 1.05-offset has
non-trivial first homology.
The nerve of C(α) is called the Cˇech complex Cˇech(C;α) of C at α. The358
nerve lemma [1] says that the homotopy type of Cˇech(C;α) is the same359
as the homotopy type of C(α). Hence, Cˇech(C;α) is a potentially good360
approximation to the shape, from which we sampled the point cloud.361
For any α < α′, we have the inclusion Cˇech(C;α) ⊆ Cˇech(C;α′). That is,362
the collection (Cˇech(C;α))
α∈R is a filtration.363
Cˇech filtration is not ideal for computation, as it requires storing all364
high-dimensional simplices in a computer memory. On the other hand,365
the filtration of Vietoris-Rips complexes is completely determined by the366
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1-dimensional skeleton. For any scale α ∈ R, the complex VR(C;α) has a k-367
dimensional simplex on points v0, . . . , vk ∈ C whenever all pairwise distances368
D(vi, vj) ≤ 2α for all 0 ≤ i < j ≤ k.369
2.4 Persistent Homology of a Filtration370
For excellent introductions to persistent homology, see [11, 4, 3, 9]. The usual371
homology is defined for a single complex, but the key idea of persistence is372
to consider an entire filtration of complexes (Q(C;α))
α∈R, rather that just373
a single stage Q(C;α) at a specific scale parameter α. The reason for this374
is that it is hard (or even impossible) to choose a single parameter value in375
a way that assures that Q(C;α) is a good approximation to the shape we376




















Figure 3: Point cloud C and its persistence diagram in dimension 1 (with
homology coefficients R), obtained via a filtration of Cˇech complexes onC. Each point in the diagram represents a cycle present over a range of
parameters α.
Persistent homology in dimension k tracks changes in the k-homology379
Hk (Q(C;α)) over a range of scales α. This information can be summarized380
by a persistence diagram PDk((Q(C;α))α∈R). A dot (p, q) in a persistence381
diagram represents an interval R[p,q) corresponding to a topological feature, a382
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k-dimensional void, which appears at p and disappears at q. These barcodes383
play the same role as a histogram would in summarizing the shape of data,384
with long intervals corresponding to strong topological signals and short ones385
to noise.386
In Figure 3 the persistence diagram PD1((Cˇech(C;α))α∈R) consists of 2387
dots. The dot (1,√2) says that a 1-dimensional cycle enclosing the smaller388
hole (the upper bounded component of R2 ∖ Cˇech(C;α)) was born at α = 1389
and died at α = √2 when this hole was filled. Similarly, the dot (1, 53) says390
that the larger hole persisted from the same birth time α = 1 until the later391
death time α = 53 .392
2.5 Weighted Simplices393
Given a filtration, we can assign to any face in it its weight as the parameter394
value when it appears in the filtration. The union of all stages in the filtration,395
together with the weights of all simplices, is thus a weighted complex (a396
higher-dimensional analogue of weighted graphs).397
For both Cˇech and Vietoris-Rips filtrations of a point cloud C, the simpli-398
cial complex for parameter values α ≥ maxvi,vj∈C D(vi,vj)2 is a full simplex on399 ∣C∣ vertices. Thus we can think of the whole filtration as being encoded by400
a weighted simplex. For this reason most of the results stated in this paper401
are in terms of weighted simplices. If a certain filtration does not terminate402
with a full simplex, we can always complete the simplicial complex at the403
last step to a full simplex by adding the missing faces and assigning them404
weight bigger than that of all faces in the original filtration.405
The main reason to work with a single weighted simplex is to have a406
simpler notion of a minimal spanning d-tree at the last stage of the filtration.407
Otherwise ‘minimal spanning d-tree’ should be replaced with ‘minimal (d−1)-408
fitting d-spanning d-forest’ and arguments would get more complicated.409
We give a formal definition of a weighted simplex. As mentioned in the410
subsection on notation, we will not need orientation, so we can encode faces411
with sets, rather than tuples.412
Definition 2.9 Given a set C, letP+(C) denote the set of non-empty subsets413
of C.414
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• A weighting on a set C is a map w∶P+(C)→ R≥0 which is monotone in415
the sense that if ∅ ≠ A ⊆ B ⊆ C, then w(A) ≤ w(B). For any A ∈P+(C)416
the value w(A) is the weight of A (relative to the weighting w).417
• A weighted simplex is a pair (C,w), where C is a non-empty finite set418
and w a weighting on it. We denote Cw ∶= (C,w) for short.419
• For a weighted simplex Cw and any family of subsets S ⊆ P+(C) we420
denote its total weight by tw(S ) ∶= ∑A∈S w(A).421
Monotonicity of weighting implies that422
Cw≤α ∶= {A ∈P+(C) ∣ w(A) ≤ α}
is a subcomplex for any α ∈ R, and (Cw≤α)α∈R is a filtration. Note that the423
image of a weighting is a finite subset of R[0,w(C)], and we have Cw≤α =P+(C)424
for all α ∈ R≥w(C).425
Conversely, a filtration (Q(C;α))
α∈R induces a weighted complex with the426
weighting427
w(A) = sup{α ∈ R ∣ A ∉ Q(C;α)} = inf {α ∈ R ∣ A ∈ Q(C;α)} ,
and we get a weighted simplex whenever each non-empty subset of C appears428
in the filtration at a specific time α ∈ R≥0.429
In the specific case of Cˇech filtration, the weighting is given by430
w(A) ∶= inf {α ∈ R≥0 ∣ ∃x ∈X .∀a ∈A.D(a, x) ≤ α},






3 Minimal Spanning d-Tree433
The first step in constructing a 1-dimensional homologically persistent skele-434
ton in [15] was to take a classical (1-dimensional) Minimal Spanning Tree435
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of a given point cloud. With this idea in mind, we generalize the concept436
of a minimal spanning tree to higher dimensions. Hereafter fix a weighted437
simplex Cw and a dimension d ∈ N.438
Definition 3.1 (Minimal Spanning Tree) A minimal spanning d-tree (or439
simply minimal spanning tree when d is understood) of Cw is a spanning d-tree440
of Cw with minimal total weight. We use MST(d)(Cw) to denote any chosen441
minimal spanning tree, and shorten this to MST(d) when Cw is understood442
from the context. For any α ∈ R we define443
MST
(d)
α (Cw) ∶= {A ∈ MST(d)(Cw) ∣ w(A) ≤ α}
and shorten this to MST
(d)
α when there is no ambiguity.444
By Proposition 2.8(1) a spanning d-tree of Cw exists, and so a minimal445
spanning d-tree exists also. In general there may be many minimal spanning446
trees; for example, any two edges form a minimal spanning 1-tree in an447
equilateral triangle.448
In the next subsection we give an explicit construction for a minimal449
spanning tree and then prove that all minimal spanning trees are obtained450
this way. This allows us to later prove optimality of minimal spanning trees451
at all scales (Theorem 3.7).452
3.1 Construction of Minimal Spanning d-Trees453
The idea to obtain a minimal spanning tree is to go through the image of w454
and inductively construct a (d−1)-fitting d-spanning d-forest M̃ST(d)α in Cw≤α,455
with minimal total weight among such, for every α ∈ R.456
Let w1 < w2 < . . . < wn be all elements of im(w) and set additionally457
w0 = −∞, wn+1 =∞. Declare M̃ST(d)α ∶= ∅ for all R[−∞,w1).458
Take k ∈ N[1,n] and assume that M̃ST(d)γ has been defined for all γ < wk.459
We define M̃ST
(d)
α for α ∈ R[wk,wk+1) to consist of the subcomplex we had at460
the previous stage, but with as many faces of weight wk added as possible461
while still keeping the subcomplex a forest.462
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Explicitly, let F1, F2, . . . , Fm be all d-faces of weight wk.2 Define S0 to be463
the union of M̃ST
(d)
wk−1 with the set of all faces in Cw which have the weight wk464
and dimension at most d − 1. Note that S0 is a spanning d-forest in Cw≤α.465
Suppose inductively that we have defined a spanning d-forest Si−1, where466
i ∈ N[1,m]. If Si−1 ∪ {Fi} is still a d-forest, define Si ∶= Si−1 ∪ {Fi}, otherwise467
define Si ∶= Si−1. In the end, set M̃ST(d)α ∶= Sm which is a spanning d-forest by468
construction.469
Here is the summary of this procedure, written as an explicit algorithm.470
Algorithm 3.2 Construction of a minimal spanning d-tree
1: w0 ∶= −∞




α ∶= ∅ for all α ∈ R[−∞,w1)
5: for k = 1 to n do
6: F1, F2, . . . , Fm ∶= d-faces of weight wk in Cw
7: S0 ∶= M̃ST(d)wk−1 ∪ {A ∈ C(d−1)w ∣ w(A) = wk}
8: for i = 1 to m do
9: if βd(Si−1 ∪ {Fi}) = 0 then
10: Si ∶= Si−1 ∪ {Fi}
11: else





α ∶= Sm for all α ∈ R[wk,wk+1)
16: end for
Example 3.3 Let C be a point cloud consisting of four vertices with pairwise471
distances as specified on the left-hand side of Figure 4. The right-hand side472
of Figure 4 depicts a minimal spanning 2-tree at different scales α. The473
weighting is induced by the Cˇech filtration on C.474
2The order of these faces can be chosen arbitrarily. It is because of this freedom that
there are in general many minimal spanning trees.
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MST(2)(Cw) MST(2)α (Cw)
α = 1 α = 1.12
α = 1.525
α = 1.21 α = 1.25







Figure 4: Geometric realizations of MST(2)(Cw) and its reduced forms with
respect to Cˇech filtration of a point cloud C with four vertices.
3.2 Optimality of Minimal Spanning d-Trees475
In this subsection we prove that the (final stage of the) d-forest constructed476
earlier is indeed a minimal spanning d-tree, that any minimal spanning tree477
can be obtained this way, and finally, that reduced versions of minimal span-478
ning trees are optimal in the sense that they have minimal total weight among479
all (d − 1)-fitting d-spanning d-forests in Cw≤α (that is, they are optimal at480
every scale, not just at the final one, as per definition).481
Lemma 3.4 For every α ∈ R the subcomplex M̃ST(d)α is a (d − 1)-fitting d-482
spanning d-forest in Cw≤α, and moreover has minimal total weight among all483 (d − 1)-fitting d-spanning d-forests in Cw≤α.484
Proof. M̃ST
(d)
α is a d-spanning d-forest by construction. As for the rest,485
it suffices to prove this for α ∈ im(w) = {wk ∣ k ∈ N[1,n]}. We prove it by486
induction on k. Certainly, this holds for k = 0 (as before, we use the notation487
w0 = −∞, wn+1 =∞).488
Take k ∈ N[1,n] and assume M̃ST(d)wk−1 is a minimal (d−1)-fitting d-spanning489
d-forest. For fittingness it suffices to check that M̃ST
(d)
wk
is (d − 1)-fitting in490 C(d)w≤wk . By Lemma 2.7(1), M̃ST(d)wk is at least (d − 2)-fitting and the map491
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Hd−1 (M̃ST(d)wk ↪ C(d)w≤wk) is surjective. To prove it is bijective, it suffices to492
verify that the dimensions of the domain and the codomain match.493
Using Lemma 2.7(2) for wk and wk−1 yields
(#d-faces in Cw≤wk) + βd−1(C(d)w≤wk) − βd(C(d)w≤wk) == (#d-faces in M̃ST(d)wk ) + βd−1(M̃ST(d)wk ) − βd(M̃ST(d)wk )
and
(#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1) + βd−1(C(d)w≤wk−1) − βd(C(d)w≤wk−1) == (#d-faces in M̃ST(d)wk−1) + βd−1(M̃ST(d)wk−1) − βd(M̃ST(d)wk−1).





wk−1 are d-forests, and the induction hypoth-494
esis tells us M̃ST
(d)
wk−1 is (d − 1)-fitting, so the above equalities reduce to495
(#d-faces in Cw≤wk)+βd−1(C(d)w≤wk)−βd(C(d)w≤wk) = (#d-faces in M̃ST(d)wk )+βd−1(M̃ST(d)wk ),
496 (#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1) − βd(C(d)w≤wk−1) = (#d-faces in M̃ST(d)wk−1).
Subtract these two equalities and rearrange the result to get497
βd−1(C(d)w≤wk) − βd−1(M̃ST(d)wk ) =
= (βd(C(d)w≤wk) − βd(C(d)w≤wk−1))´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
#d-faces with weight wk which increase βd
+
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#d-faces with weight wk which do not increase βd
−
− (#d-faces in Cw≤wk −#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
#d-faces with weight wk
which is zero, proving the desired equality of dimensions.498
We now prove minimality inductively on k. Clearly, the statement holds499
for k = 0.500
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Let S be a (d − 1)-fitting d-spanning d-forest in Cw≤wk . Define501 S ′ ∶= {F ∈ S ∣ w(F ) < wk} .
Then S ′ is a d-spanning d-forest in Cw≤wk−1 ; in particular, Hd−1 (S ′ ↪ Cw≤wk−1)502
is surjective. Denote m ∶= βd−1(S ′) − βd−1(Cw≤wk−1). Using Lemma 2.7(3) m503
times, we get d-faces F1, . . . , Fm ∈ Cw≤wk−1∖S ′, such that S ′′ ∶= S ′∪{F1, . . . , Fm}504
is a (d − 1)-fitting d-spanning d-forest in Cw≤wk−1 .505
By the induction hypothesis the total weight of M̃ST
(d)
wk−1 is at most the506
total weight of S ′′. Let a ∈ N be the number of faces in Cw of dimension at507
most d − 1 with weight wk and let b ∈ N be the number of d-faces in S of508
weight wk. Then509
tw(S) = tw(S ′) + (a + b) ⋅wk = tw(S ′′) − m∑
i=1w(Fi) + (a + b) ⋅wk ≥
510 ≥ tw(S ′′) + (a + b −m) ⋅wk ≥ tw(M̃ST(d)wk−1) + (a + b −m) ⋅wk = tw(M̃ST(d)wk ),
where we still need to justify the final equality. That is, we need to check511
that we add a+b−m faces when going from M̃ST(d)wk−1 to M̃ST(d)wk . Since M̃ST(d)α is512
d-spanning at all times, this reduces to checking that M̃ST
(d)
wk
has b −m more513
d-dimensional faces than M̃ST
(d)
wk−1 .514
Refer again to Lemma 2.7(2) to get
(#d-faces in Cw≤wk) + βd−1(C(d)w≤wk) − βd(C(d)w≤wk) == (#d-faces in S) + βd−1(S) − βd(S),
(#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1) + βd−1(C(d)w≤wk−1) − βd(C(d)w≤wk−1) == (#d-faces in S ′) + βd−1(S ′) − βd(S ′).
This reduces to515
(#d-faces in Cw≤wk) − βd(C(d)w≤wk) = (#d-faces in S),
516 (#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1)+βd−1(C(d)w≤wk−1)−βd(C(d)w≤wk−1) = (#d-faces in S ′)+βd−1(S ′).
Hence517
m = βd−1(S ′) − βd−1(C(d)w≤wk−1) =
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518 = b + (βd(C(d)w≤wk) − βd(C(d)w≤wk−1)) − (#d-faces in Cw≤wk −#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1),
so519
b−m = (#d-faces in Cw≤wk −#d-faces in Cw≤wk−1)− (βd(C(d)w≤wk)−βd(C(d)w≤wk−1))
which by the calculation for M̃ST
(d)
α in the fittingness part of the proof above520
equals521 (#d-faces in M̃ST(d)wk ) − (#d-faces in M̃ST(d)wk−1).
522
We claim that minimal spanning trees (as given by Definition 3.1) are523
precisely the complexes, obtained in Algorithm 3.2, at their final stage.524
Lemma 3.5 (Correctness of Algorithm 3.2) Let Cw be a weighted sim-525
plex and M̃ST
(d)
α as given by Algorithm 3.2.526
1. For α ∈ R≥w(C) the complex M̃ST(d)α is a minimal spanning d-tree of Cw.527
Denoting MST(d) ∶= M̃ST(d)w(C), we have MST(d)α = M̃ST(d)α for all α ∈ R.528
2. Every minimal spanning d-tree of Cw is of the form M̃ST(d)w(C), obtained529
via Algorithm 3.2.530
Proof.531
1. Use Lemma 3.4 for α ≥ w(C) while noting that in this case Cw≤α is the532
whole simplex, so has the homology of a point.533
2. Let MST(d) be any minimal spanning tree. We get MST(d)α = M̃ST(d)α for all534
α ∈ R if we choose the order of d-faces at any weight wk to start with535
the d-faces in MST(d), followed by those not in MST(d). It is clear from536
Algorithm 3.2 that M̃ST
(d)
α includes all d-faces of weight wk in MST
(d)
α .537




α (both of which are538 (d−1)-fitting d-spanning d-forests) have the same number of d-faces at539
every stage by Lemma 2.7(2).540
541
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Remark 3.6 We conclude that Algorithm 3.2 yields a minimal spanning542
tree. The general idea of the algorithm was to take the necessary amount of543
d-faces in the tree (the exact number is given by Proposition 2.8(2)) while544
choosing first among lighter faces, so the greedy algorithm works (as one545
would anticipate from matroid theory).546
Theorem 3.7 (Optimality of Minimal Spanning d-Trees) For every min-547
imal spanning tree MST(d) of a weighted simplex Cw and every α ∈ R the sub-548
complex MST
(d)
α is a (d − 1)-fitting d-spanning d-forest in Cw≤α, and moreover549
has minimal total weight among all (d − 1)-fitting d-spanning d-forests in550 Cw≤α.551
Proof. By Lemma 3.5(2) and Lemma 3.4.552
4 Homologically Persistent d-Skeleton553
We proved in Theorem 3.7 that homology of the minimal spanning d-tree554
matches the homology of a weighted simplex up to dimension d − 1 for all555
parameter values. The purpose of the homologically persistent skeleton is556
to add and remove d-faces, called critical d-faces, in a way that ensures an557
isomorphism of homology groups in dimension d as well.558
4.1 Critical Faces of a Weighted Simplex559
Fix a minimal spanning d-tree MST(d) of a weighted simplex Cw.560
Definition 4.1 A d-face K of Cw is critical when K is not in MST(d).561
In order to obtain isomorphisms on the level of homology in Theorem 4.12,562
critical faces play a crucial role as generators of homology (at all stages563
α ∈ R). However, a critical face might contribute to many nontrivial cycles,564
so the connection between critical d-faces and generators in Hd (Cw≤α) is not565
canonical in general. We resolve this issue by using relative homology.566
Lemma 4.2 Let α ∈ R and let S be a subcomplex of Cw≤α which contains567
MST
(d)
α . Let K1,K2, . . . ,Km be the critical d-faces in S.568
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1. Each Ki represents a relative homology class [Ki] ∈Hd (S,MST(d)α ).569
2. The classes [K1], [K2], . . . , [Km] generate Hd (S,MST(d)α ).570
3. If S is a d-complex, the classes [K1], [K2], . . . , [Km] form a basis of571
Hd (S,MST(d)α ).572
Proof.573
1. By assumption Ki is in S. The boundary of Ki is in the (d−1)-skeleton574
of Cw≤α and thus also in MST(d)α , meaning that Ki is a relative d-cycle.575
Hence [Ki] ∈Hd (S,MST(d)α ).576
2. Take any [z] ∈ Hd (S,MST(d)α ). We write z = ∑i ciFi, where ci ∈ F and577
Fis are d-faces of S. Whenever Fi is in the minimal spanning tree,578 [Fi] = 0 in Hd (S,MST(d)α ), which implies that [z] = ∑i,Fi∉MST(d)α ci[Fi].579
The class [z] can therefore be expressed as a linear combination of580
classes represented by critical faces.581
3. Suppose we have ∑mi=1 ci[Ki] = 0; then [∑mi=1 ciKi] = 0. This means582
there exist v ∈ Cd+1 (S) and u ∈ Cd (MST(d)α ) such that583
∂d+1v = u + m∑
i=1 ciKi.
But as a d-complex, S only has 0 as a (d + 1)-chain, so we get584
u + m∑
i=1 ciKi = 0.
Write u = ∑kj=1 djFj where Fjs are d-faces in MST(d)α . Thus585
k∑
j=1djFj + m∑i=1 ciKi
is the zero chain, and since d-faces form a basis of the space of d-chains,586




To build the homologically persistent skeleton associated to Cw, we add590
and remove critical d-faces, to which we assign birth and death times induc-591
tively (Subsection 4.2). The following lemma guarantees that for d > 0 all592
homology classes generated by critical faces eventually die.593
Lemma 4.3 For any α ∈ R≥w(C) we have594
Hd (Cw≤α,MST(d)α ) ≅Hd (Cw,MST(d)) ≅Hd (Cw) ≅ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0 if d > 0,F if d = 0.
Proof. The first isomorphism is obvious. So is the last one, since Cw is595
contractible (it is a simplex). As for the middle one, consider first the case596
d ≥ 2. In the long exact sequence of a pair597
. . .→Hd (MST(d))→Hd (Cw)→Hd (Cw,MST(d))→Hd−1 (MST(d))→ . . .
we have Hd (MST(d)) = Hd−1 (MST(d)) = 0, so we get the desired isomorphism.598
If d = 1, the map H0 (MST(d)) → H0 (Cw), induced by the inclusion, is an599
isomorphism F ≅ F, so the boundary map H1 (Cw,MST(d))→H0 (MST(d)) is600
zero. Hence H1 (Cw)→H1 (Cw,MST(d)) is surjective. It is also injective since601
H1 (MST(d)) = 0. If d = 0, then MST(d) = ∅, so H0 (Cw) ≅H0 (Cw,MST(d)).602
4.2 Birth and Death of a Critical Face603
For each critical d-face we define its birth time (or simply birth) to be its604
weight. We wish to define the death time of a critical face as the parameter605
value at which the homology generator it created dies, however, it can happen606
that multiple critical faces enter at the same time. In that case assigning607
death times correctly is critical for Theorem 4.12 to hold.608
Example 4.4 Consider the point cloud depicted in Figure 5 for d = 1. The609
only two critical 1-faces, which do not immediately die, are depicted in red610




2 , but since they are born at the same time, the question that612
arises is which death time to associate to which critical face. It turns out that613
for Theorem 4.12 to hold, the choice of assignments in Figure 5 is the only614
valid one. However, that does not mean that we never have any freedom of615
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assigning death times. A minor change in the example (see Figure 6) allows616




















Figure 5: Cloud C whose simplex Cw has weights from its Cˇech complex, its






















Figure 6: Cloud C whose simplex Cw has weights from its Cˇech complex, its
minimal spanning 1-tree and two possible homologically persistent 1-skeleta.
As Example 4.4 shows, we need to know when and to what extent the618
assignment of death times is determined. We describe an algorithm, which619
assigns death times to all critical d-faces and determines exactly how much620
freedom we have for these assignments.621
Deaths can only occur at times when a simplex is added to Cw≤α, i.e. at622
values in the image im(w). We go through im(w) with α in increasing order623
and for each such α ∈ im(w) decide which (if any) critical d-faces die at α.624
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Definition 4.5 (Deaths of Critical Faces) Define K̃α ∶= {K1,K2, . . . ,Ks}625
to be the set of critical d-faces born before or at α that have not yet been626
assigned a death time. By Lemma 4.2 the classes [K1], [K2], . . . , [Ks] form627
a basis of Hd ((MST(d)α ∪ K̃α,MST(d)α )). Denote628
f ∶=Hd ((MST(d)α ∪ K̃α,MST(d)α )↪ (Cw≤α,MST(d)α ))
and set r ∶= dim ker(f). Choose a basis {b1, b2, . . . , br} of ker(f). We can629
expand each basis vector as630
bi = s∑
j=1 cij[Kj]
with cij ∈ F. Consider the system of equations (in the field F)631
s∑
j=1 cijxj = 0
for i ∈ N[1,r]. Since basis elements are linearly independent, so are these632
equations. Thus there are r leading variables, for which the system may be633
solved, expressing them with the remaining s−r free variables. Let I ⊆ N[1,s]634
be the set (possibly empty, if ker(f) is trivial) of indices of leading variables.635
For each i ∈ I we declare that the death time of the critical face Ki is α.636
Depending on the system of equations, we might have many possible637
choices, which variables to choose as the leading ones. No further restric-638
tion on this choice is necessary for Theorem 4.12(1) (fittingness), but to get639
the rest of the theorem (optimality), we need to further insist on the el-640
der rule (compare with the elder rule for the construction of the persistence641
diagram [8, page 151]): among all available choices for the set of leading642
variables, choose the one with the largest total weight. There may be more643
than one set of possible leading variables with the maximal total weight —644
this is the amount of freedom we have when choosing death times.645
If d ≥ 1, this process assigns death times to all critical d-faces: if any are646
still left at α = w(C), they all die at that time since Hd (Cw≤w(C),MST(d)w(C)) = 0647
by Lemma 4.3. However, if d = 0, Hd (Cw≤w(C),MST(d)w(C)) is 1-dimensional648
rather than 0-dimensional. As such, we declare the death time of the final649
critical 0-face to be ∞. This makes sense: critical 0-faces (i.e. vertices) die650
as the complex becomes more and more connected, but in the end a single651
connected component endures indefinitely.652
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Here is the summary of this procedure, given as an explicit algorithm.653
Algorithm 4.6 Death times of critical d-faces
1: death(K) ∶=∞ for all K ∈ C(d)w ∖ MST(d)
2: w1,w2, . . . ,wn ∶= elements of im(w), in order
3: for l = 1 to n do
4: K̃α ∶= {K1,K2, . . . ,Ks} ∶= {K ∈ C(d)w≤wl ∖ MST(d)wl ∣ death(K) =∞}
5: f ∶=Hd ((MST(d)wl ∪ K̃α,MST(d)wl )↪ (Cw≤wl ,MST(d)wl ))
6: {b1, b2, . . . , br} ∶= a choice of a basis of ker(f)
7: for i = 1 to r do
8: for j = 1 to s do
9: cij ∶= coefficient at [Kj] in the expansion of bi
10: end for
11: end for
12: I ∶= a choice of an r-element subset of N[1,s], such that
• the system (∑sj=1 cijxj = 0)i∈N[1,r] is solvable on variables {xj ∣ j ∈ I},
• the total weight of {Kj ∣ j ∈ I} is maximal among such subsets
13: death(Kj) ∶= wl for all j ∈ I
14: end for
For any critical d-face K define its lifespan to be death(K) − birth(K).654
It is possible for a critical d-face K to have the lifespan 0, if the homology655
class [K] gets killed by some (d+1)-face(s) that have the same weight as K.656
Lemma 4.7 For any α ∈ R define657 Kα ∶= {K critical d-face ∣ birth(K) ≤ α < death(K)} .
The classes, represented by faces in Kα, form a basis of Hd (Cw≤α,MST(d)α ).658
Proof. It suffices to check this for α ∈ im(w). We know that [K]s with659
birth(K) ≤ α generate Hd (Cw≤α,MST(d)α ) by Lemma 4.2. We need to check660
that [K] represented by a critical face, which is dead at α, can be expressed661
by those still living at α. We prove this inductively on decreasing death662




in Hd (Cw≤δ,MST(d)δ ), where Kδ = {K1,K2, . . . ,Ks}, i.e. death times of Kj are664
larger than δ. By applying Hd ((Cw≤δ,MST(d)δ )↪ (Cw≤α,MST(d)α )) we can see665
that this equation also holds in Hd (Cw≤α,MST(d)α ). By the induction hypoth-666
esis all of these [Kj] can be expressed by the still living critical faces and667
therefore, so can [K].668
As for linear independence, redefine K1, . . . ,Ks to be all the faces in Kα.669
Assume that ∑sj=1 cj[Kj] = 0 in Hd (Cw≤α,MST(d)α ). This implies that670
s∑
j=1 cj[Kj] ∈ kerHd ((MST(d)α ∪ K̃α,MST(d)α )↪ (Cw≤α,MST(d)α )) .
By assumption none of [Kj]s die at α, so this kernel is trivial, meaning671 ∑sj=1 cj[Kj] = 0 in Hd (MST(d)α ∪ K̃α,MST(d)α ). Since [Kj]s form a basis of this672
homology (Lemma 4.2), the coefficients cj are zero.673
4.3 Optimality of a Homologically Persistent d-Skeleton674
We continue following the blueprint from [15] where the homologically per-675
sistent 1-skeleton was constructed by taking a minimal spanning 1-tree and676
adding labeled critical edges. However, we find it more convenient to have677
all simplices in the homologically persistent skeleton to be of the same type,678
so we shall label all faces. Define a label to be a pair (l, r) ∈ R×R such that679
0 ≤ l < r. Call l the left label and r the right label.680
Definition 4.8 (homologically persistent skeleton) Given d ∈ N and a681
weighted simplex Cw, its homologically persistent d-skeleton HoPeS(d)(Cw) is682
the (choice of a) minimal spanning d-tree together with all critical d-faces683
with positive lifespan:684
HoPeS(d)(Cw) ∶= MST(d) ∪ {K ∈ C(d)w ∖ MST(d) ∣ birth(K) < death(K)} .
Each face F in HoPeS(d)(Cw) is labeled: if F is in MST(d), by (w(F ),∞);685
otherwise by (birth(F ),death(F )). We write simply HoPeS(d) instead of686
HoPeS(d)(Cw) when there is no ambiguity.687
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Note that the set of labels {(l, r) ∈ R ×R ∣ 0 ≤ l < r} can be seen as a form688
of an interval domain [16]. In particular, we have the information order ⊑,689
given by690 (l′, r′) ⊑ (l′′, r′′) ∶= l′ ≤ l′′ ∧ r′ ≥ r′′.
Labeling of HoPeS(d) is monotone in the following sense. Let F and G be691
faces in HoPeS(d) with labels `F and `G respectively. If F ⊆ G, then `F ⊑ `G.692
This means that HoPeS(d) is a kind of a ‘weighted complex’ itself — except693
that instead of the weighting mapping into R≥0 with its usual order ≤, it maps694
into the interval domain of labels, equipped with the information order. The695
consequence is that we can define the reduced version of the homologically696
persistent skeleton for any α ∈ R:697
HoPeS
(d)
α (Cw) ∶= {(F, (l, r)) ∈ HoPeS(d)(Cw) ∣ l ≤ α < r}.
As usual, we shorten HoPeS
(d)
α (Cw) to HoPeS(d)α when there is no ambiguity.698
Due to monotonicity of labeling, HoPeS
(d)
α is a (labeled) simplicial complex.699
Example 4.9 Let C be a point cloud from Example 3.3. In the example from700
Figure 7 the complexes HoPeS
(d)
α do not differ all that much from Cw for most701
α. This is due to the fact that, pictorially, we are restricted to relatively small,702
low-dimensional complexes. The true potential of homologically persistent703
skeleton lies in working with very large, high-dimensional complexes.704
Lemma 4.10 Hd (HoPeS(d)α ↪ Cw≤α) is an isomorphism for any α ∈ R.705
Proof. By Lemma 2.7(5) the map Hd (HoPeS(d)α ↪ Cw≤α) is an isomor-706
phism if and only if the map Hd ((HoPeS(d)α ,MST(d)α )↪ (Cw≤α,MST(d)α )) is. But707
that follows immediately from Lemma 4.2(3) and Lemma 4.7.708
Lemma 4.11 Take any α ∈ R and any d-fitting d-spanning d-subcomplex S709
in Cw≤α. By Lemma 2.7(4) S contains a d-subcomplex which is a (d−1)-fitting710
d-spanning d-forest; let F denote one with minimal total weight.711
1. The number of d-faces in S is712
(#d-faces in Cw≤α) − βd(C(d)w≤α) + βd(Cw≤α).
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HoPeS(2)(Cw)
α = 1 α = 1.12
α = 1.525
α = 1.21 α = 1.25











α = 1.58α = 1.55
Figure 7: Geometric realizations of HoPeS(2)(Cw) and its reduced ver-
sions with respect to Cˇech filtration of a point cloud C with four vertices.
HoPeS(2)(Cw) consists of the boundary of the tetrahedron, its only critical
face marked by green. The remaining 2-faces are a part of the minimal
spanning tree (cf. Figure 4).
The number of d-faces in F is713
(#d-faces in Cw≤α) − βd(C(d)w≤α).




Hd (S, F )
Hd (Cw≤α, F )
Hd (S ↪ Cw≤α) Hd ((S, F )↪ (Cw≤α, F ))
Hd ((S,∅)↪ (S, F ))
Hd ((Cw≤α,∅)↪ (Cw≤α, F ))
commutes and all maps in it are isomorphisms.716
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3. The diagram in the previous item induces a bijective correspondence717
between the set of d-faces in S ∖ F and the set of dots (p, q) in the718
persistence diagram PDd(Cw) with p ≤ α < q. If a d-face S is associated719
to the dot (p, q), then p ≤ w(S).720
Proof.721
1. Apply Lemma 2.7(2) for S and F (as subcomplexes of Cw≤α) and take722
their properties into account.723
2. Use Lemma 2.7(5) and the assumption that S is d-fitting in Cw≤α.724
3. Denote
f ∶= Hd (S ↪ Cw≤α) ○ (Hd ((S,∅)↪ (S, F )) )−1 == (Hd ((Cw≤α,∅)↪ (Cw≤α, F )) )−1 ○ Hd ((S, F )↪ (Cw≤α, F )) ;
this is an isomorphism between Hd (S, F ) and Hd (Cw≤α) by the previ-725
ous item. Let S1, . . . , Sm be d-faces in S ∖F . By a similar argument as726
in Lemma 4.2 the classes [Si] form a basis of Hd (S, F ). Hence f([Si])727
form a basis of Hd (Cw≤α) and are thus in bijective correspondence with728
dots (p, q) in PDd(Cw) with p ≤ α < q. Let us denote the dot, associated729
to Si, by (pi, qi).730
Since F has minimal total weight, Si has the largest weight among731
faces (with non-zero coefficients) in the cycle which represents f([Si]).732
Hence the homology class f([Si]) could not be born after w(Si).733
734
Theorem 4.12 (Fittingness and Optimality of Reduced d-Skeletons)735
The following holds for every weighted simplex Cw, d ∈ N, and α ∈ R.736
1. HoPeS
(d)
α is d-fitting in Cw≤α.737
2. For every critical d-face K in HoPeS
(d)
α , the dot (p, q) in the persis-738
tence diagram, associated to it via the bijective correspondence from739
Lemma 4.11(3) (for S = HoPeS(d)α and F = MST(d)α ), is the same as the740
label of K. In particular p = w(K).741
3. HoPeS
(d)
α has the minimal total weight among all d-fitting d-spanning742
subcomplexes S ⊆ Cw≤α.743
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Proof.744
1. Between Lemmas 2.7(1) and 4.10 we only still need to check that the745
map Hd−1 (HoPeS(d)α ↪ Cw≤α) is injective, or equivalently, that its kernel746
is trivial.747
Let K1,K2, . . . ,Ks be critical d-faces living at α and let Ks+1, . . . ,Km748
be the remaining critical d-faces born before or at α. Take such a cycle749
z ∈ Zd−1 (HoPeS(d)α ) that [z] = 0 in Hd−1 (Cw≤α). This means there exists750
a chain v ∈ Cd (Cw≤α) with ∂dv = z. Write751
v = m∑
i=1 ciKi + u
where u ∈ Cd (MST(d)α ). Using Lemma 4.7 and unpacking relative ho-752
mology we can express each Ki with i > s as753
Ki = ( s∑
l=1 elKl) + ui + ∂d+1ti
where ui ∈ Cd (MST(d)α ) and ti ∈ Cd+1 (Cw≤α). Hence754
v = s∑
i=1 c′iKi + u′ + ∂d+1t′
for suitable c′i ∈ F, u′ ∈ Cd (MST(d)α ) and t′ ∈ Cd+1 (Cw≤α). Set755
v′ ∶= s∑
i=1 c′iKi + u′,
so v′ ∈ Cd (HoPeS(d)α ). Then756
∂dv
′ = ∂dv′ + ∂d∂d+1t′ = ∂dv = z.
We conclude that [z] = 0 in Hd−1 (HoPeS(d)α ).757
2. Let K1, . . . ,Km be critical d-faces in HoPeS
(d)
α and for each Ki let (pi, qi)758
be the dot in the persistence diagram PDd(Cw), associated to it. By759
the assignment of birth and death times of critical faces, as well as760
the previous item, we see that a cycle representing a homology class761
associated to Ki (the birth of which is pi) is born exactly at the time762
Ki appeared in the homologically persistent skeleton, i.e. at w(Ki).763
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3. Let S1, . . . , Sm be d-faces in S∖F and for each Si let (pi, qi) be the dot in764
the persistence diagram PDd(Cw), associated to it; we have pi ≤ w(Si)765
(Lemma 4.11). Taking into account the previous item, we conclude766
tw(S) = tw(F ) + m∑
i=1w(Si) ≥ tw(F ) + m∑i=1 pi ≥
767 ≥ tw(MST(d)α ) + m∑
i=1 pi = tw(MST(d)α ) + m∑i=1w(Ki) = tw(HoPeS(d)α ).
768
5 Conclusion769
We introduced a d-dimensional homologically persistent skeleton solving the770
Skeletonization Problem from Subsection 1.1 in an arbitrary dimension d.771
• Given a filtration of complexes on a point cloud C, Theorem 3.7(3)772
proves the optimality of Minimal Spanning d-Trees of the cloud C.773
• Definition 4.8 introduces HoPeS(d) by adding to a Minimal Spanning774
d-tree all critical d-faces that represent persistent homology d-cycles of775 Cw, hence HoPeS(d) visualizes the persistence directly on data.776
• For any scale α by Theorem 4.12 the full skeleton HoPeS(d) contains a777
reduced subcomplex HoPeS
(d)
α , which has a minimal total weight among778
all d-subcomplexes containing C(d−1)w≤α such that the inclusion into Cw≤α779
induces isomorphisms in homology in all degrees up to d.780
The independence of the Euler characteristic from homology coefficients781
has helped to prove all results for homology over an arbitrary field F. Do782
the results (specifically Theorems 3.7 and 4.12) hold over an arbitrary unital783
commutative ring R? The answer is no, at least not in the form as they are784
currently stated. Assume that the theorems hold for R. Note that the proof785
of Lemma 4.2 works for a general R, so Hd (Cw≤α;R) ≅ Hd (HoPeS(d)α ;R) ≅786
Hd (HoPeS(d)α ,MST(d)α ;R) are free R-modules. That is, the results can only787
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work if the homology over R of every finite simplicial complex in every di-788
mension is free. This of course excludes all the usual non-field homology789
coefficients, including Z.790
We have implemented an algorithm computing the homologically persis-791
tent skeleton in Mathematica and look forward to collaborating with practi-792
tioners working on real data.793
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